TranSend Grey Fleet Management

Manage driver and vehicle risk with ease

Be compliant | Keep vehicles road safe | Protect employees

Grey fleet are private vehicles that are used for business travel. Employers have a legal duty of care to make sure both grey fleet and drivers are road safe and compliant.

**A business risk**
Failure to manage grey fleet can lead to:
- Avoidable injuries and accidents
- Fines and imprisonment, including corporate manslaughter
- Financial loss and reputational damage.

**Identify, monitor and act**
TranSend, our cloud software will help mitigate the above risks. It allows you to:
- Record and identify all grey fleet drivers and their vehicles
- Monitor compliance with timely document checks including MOT, tax, maintenance and licence
- Proactively remind employees for document renewals
- Demonstrate compliance with audited records.

**Meet compliance with ease**
Simplify compliance management with a single view of grey fleet data. A traffic light system prioritises vehicles and drivers that need attention so you can quickly act on the most urgent checks. Save time and effort with TranSend:
- Manage drivers with multiple vehicles
- Employees can upload documents to reduce administration
- Securely keep all compliance e-documents in one place
- Automatically alert drivers of actions
- Demonstrate steps taken to verify drivers and vehicles are compliant and road safe.

**Why choose TranSend Grey Fleet Management?**

- Demonstrate duty of care with ease
- Improve employee safety
- Minimise business risk
- Identify high risk drivers or vehicles for more frequent checks
- Reduce paperwork and save administration time
- Act fast with instant access to accurate fleet compliance data.

£2.7bn
Estimated costs per year from ‘at-work’ road traffic accidents
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